CALL TO ORDER

Lieutenant Governor Mark Robinson, President

PRAYER

JOURNAL APPROVAL

RATIFICATION OF BILLS ORDERED ENROLLED

REPORTS OF STANDING COMMITTEES

REPORTS OF SELECT COMMITTEES

INTRODUCTIONS

MESSAGES FROM THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

VETO MESSAGES FROM THE GOVERNOR

UNFINISHED BUSINESS

SPECIAL ORDERS

GENERAL ORDERS

LOCAL BILLS

SECOND READING

SB 51  Sanderson  2nd Ed.
EVEN-YEAR ELECT/TRENT WOODS AND RIVER BEND.

2-4-21  Rules; w/d Rules; rerefer Redist/Elect; if fav Rules
3-31-21  unfav bill; Redist/Elect Com Sub adopted; rerefer Rules
4-12-21  fav

SB 194  Lazzara
RE-STAGGER TERMS/ALDERMEN/N.TOPSAIL BEACH.

3-9-21  Rules; w/d Rules; rerefer Redist/Elect; if fav Rules
3-31-21  fav; rerefer Rules
4-12-21  fav

SB 269  Murdock, Woodard  2nd Ed.
FLEXIBILITY IN FILLING VACANCIES/DURHAM.

3-15-21  Rules; w/d Rules; rerefer Redist/Elect; if fav Rules
3-31-21  unfav bill; Redist/Elect Com Sub adopted; rerefer Rules
4-12-21  fav
PUBLIC BILLS

SECOND READING

**SB 212**  Robinson, Davis
**BENNETT COLLEGE ACCREDIT./PRIVATE NEED-BASED.**
3-10-21 Rules
3-30-21 w/d Rules; rerefer Ed/Higher Ed; if fav Rules
3-31-21 fav; rerefer Rules
4-12-21 fav

**SB 315**  Johnson
**ALLOW SELF-INSURANCE AS PROOF OF FIN. RESP.**
3-18-21 Rules
3-25-21 w/d Rules; rerefer Comm/Ins; if fav Rules
4-1-21 fav; rerefer Rules
4-12-21 fav

**SB 323**  Newton
**JOINT MUNICIPAL POWER AGENCIES/INVESTMENTS.**
3-22-21 Rules
3-25-21 w/d Rules; rerefer Pens/Ret/Aging; if fav Rules
4-1-21 fav; rerefer Rules
4-12-21 fav

**SB 339**  Sawyer, Britt
**DRIVING LOCAL BUSINESS.**
3-24-21 Rules; w/d Rules; rerefer Comm/Ins; if fav Rules
4-1-21 fav; rerefer Rules
4-12-21 fav

**HB 73**  Moffitt, Lambeth, Goodwin, Winslow  3rd Ed.
**TEMPORARILY DEFER ABC PERMIT RENEWAL FEES.**  S Com Sub
3-4-21 Rules
3-25-21 w/d Rules; rerefer Comm/Ins; if fav Rules
4-1-21 unfav Com Sub; Sen Comm/Ins Com Sub adopted; rerefer Rules
4-12-21 fav

COMMITTEE MEETINGS

**Tuesday, April 13**

**SELECT COMMITTEE ON STORM RELATED RIVER DEBRIS AND DAMAGE IN NORTH CAROLINA**
10:00 a.m.  Auditorium LB

**COMMERCE AND INSURANCE**  1:00 p.m.  544 LOB

**SB 188**  Bd. of Architects/Interior Designers.
**SB 202**  No Lapse, No Problem.
**SB 347**  Captive Insurance Amendments.
**SB 85**  Allow Vision Service Corporations. (for discussion only)
COMMITTEE MEETINGS (continued)

**Tuesday, April 13 (continued)**

**FINANCE**

- SB 322  2:00 p.m.  544 LOB  2021 Revenue Laws Changes.

**Wednesday, April 14**

**HEALTH CARE**

- SB 248  10:00 a.m.  544 LOB  Dental Patient Transparency Act.

**EDUCATION/HIGHER EDUCATION**

- HB 243  11:00 a.m.  544 LOB  UNC Legislative Priorities/COVID-19 Impacts.
- SB 390  UNC Law Enforcement Recruitment.

**JUDICIARY**

- SB 183  2:00 p.m.  544 LOB  Begin Modernizing Ignition Interlock Laws.
- SB 368  Transfer on Death Deeds.
- SB 410  Nonprofit Electronic Business/Remote Meetings.

**ANNOUNCEMENT**

**Tuesday, April 13**

**JOINT LEGISLATIVE COMMISSION ON GOVERNMENTAL OPERATIONS**

8:30 a.m.  643 LOB

---

**CROSSOVER DEADLINE**

Thursday, May 13, 2021

SARAH HOLLAND
Principal Clerk